I5395  IN GOLD WE TRUST  (THAILAND, 1990)

**Credits:** director, Phakdiwichit Chalong ; writers, Tony S. Suvat, Buncherd Dawee ; story, Norman Puemin.

**Cast:** Jan-Michael Vincent, Sam Jones, Sherrie Rose, James Phillips.

**Summary:** Action/adventure/martial arts film set in contemporary Vietnam and Laos. Ex-Green Beret Oliver Moss (Vincent) returns to Indochina in search of a group of savage MIA’s (led by Jones) in possession of $54 million in gold in a stolen NASA capsule. In this effort he is aided by a group of Laotian hill tribe guerrillas (led by McGee) and opposed by a mysterious platoon of Japanese soldiers who were left behind in Laos after World War II.
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